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A Cosparison of Paradise Loet and Reigainad
with Dante* s Divine CoBddy-
As epic poetry of which the faae will always endure
,
the Divine Comedy of Dante and the Paradise Lost of Hilton
are well worth careful study. What sinilarity exists be-
tween the two is based perhaps on siailarity of subject
matter; but what describes one can be trathfully said of
the other. They are learned, philosophical, autobiographic,
filled with individuality, eiqperience, and person&l philosophy
of the authors* Uoved by a religious nature, each author felt
the urgQ of using poetry to present his views on aan's ulti-
Bate acceptance of God's will for sftlvation.
Influflnne of Life Dnan thf» Pomh af D;%ntft and Milton.-
"In both these great poets^ more than in any others,
the character of the Beo makes part of the singular i»-
pressivenoss of what they wrote and its vitality.*^
According to the superstitions of the day, Dante,
bom under the Geaini, was destined to a di: tingxiishod career
Lowell, J. K. "Literary Essays" Vol. IV, p. 78
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and endowed with extraordinary literary gifts. It is even said
that his birth vas acccsj^anied with aa&na*
Milton has said of himself th X he was bom *an age to
late.* This because he felt that he had to struggle with over-
whelmingly unfavorable circuastances. His poetical genius coixld
not thrive under the troubleus tiaes about hia as it could if
lif» were sinpler and perhaps sore barbarous.
Yet the resultant of each life was the effect of those
years and conditions under which each grew up. As a child Dante
had but the aeager education of a lad in Florence of the thirteenth
century. Bom of a faslly of good fortune he was able to obtain
such instruction as was to be found) he certainly studied rhetoric,
poetry, some mathoBatics, painting, nusic, Ovid, Lucan, Virgil,
Statius, but. his theological and philosophical studies belong to
a later period of life*
The early education of Milton shows the greatest contrast,
and Milton hiseelf resembled the youthful prodigy of the moral
fiction of the seventeenth and eighteenth century. He writes,
"From twelve years of age I seldom want to bed before ^dnight.*
The miling paasion of his boyhood was study. At sixteen he en-
tered Cambridge, avoid! pg because of his Puritan father the High
Church movement of Oxford. His knowledge of Greek was more pro-
found and varied than Dante's, who was never a master of tb«
language; his classical learning was complete. To this may be
cc
added tiiat he w&s a learned Hebrew scholar and knev every modem
language.
But one siist always consider the difference of the three
hundred years that separated the two great b^. In Dante* s day
printing did not exist} all books were found only in script,
which liaited greatlgr the number obtainable by the ordinary
person. So it must be granted that Dante must also hare had a
desire to be scholarly writh the chances greatly against him.
Dante as a youth had a passion for poetry , and struggling
with composition found the art of composing in rhyme. His masters
whom he acknowledges in tlie Pui^atorio were Amaut Daniel, skilled
in technique, and Guido Guincelli, who used the spiritual sym-
bolistic trealanent of love. The early poetical writing of
Hilton took t^e form of odes and sonnets, as were many of Dante'
s
poems, and as he had as models the medieval Italians and Petrarch,
th^ are finely executed. But he became involved soon in the
political and religious struggle of his day and poetry was laid
aside till a time more fitting to the muse.
As early as the age of nine the controlling force of
Dante's finest poetry entered his life, tha love for Beatrice.
She seems never to have been sought but always loved, and after
her death, when he was in early manhood, he recorded all liis love
in the canaoni of the Vita Nuova. He shows that lyrical strain,
pervading the CkNnedia, his lovo of classification, arrangenent,
- 3 -
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and precise order. Here, too, that Bystical sense is awakened
in his perceiving that everything connected with Beatrice was
founded on the figiire nine> a laultiple of three, the Trinity.
He gives proof also of a profound attention to osall details, a
basis for the much elaborated plan of the C<»edy«
That we have a striking contrast in the life of Hilton
is typical of the two great works. Hilton's love was early
and always placed on God the Father and on civil and religious
freedoa. Whatever he ejqperienced of earthly love was of short
duration for^ though he icarried three times, only the last ndfe
lived long enough to be a coapanion to hia.
At the age of thirty, Dante's fajaie had gone abroad and
Milton had won notice in England.
Hilton lived tnrough the days of the Poritan revolutionary
ovenent. This period was sore than a protest against the evil-
doing of Charles 1. It was a period when the conscience of
England was awakened to Jiidge deliberately for itself and not
acc^t siaply what was given to it. It was a straggle for
libeirty, both civil and religious. John Hilton becaae in reality
its high priest. He believed in civil liberty and obedience to
che will of God, as am indiyinual, not as a manbar of a dognatic
faith. Liberty and obedience are tbcr key notes of both iiit prose
and poetry. He it was who defended the execution of Charles and
the establiehment of a republic. As Secretary of the Cofluaon-

woftlth it devolved upon him to write and publish politic&l and
ethical docfUBents^ many of them written in Latin, refuting the
deadening effects of the conservative ^^oveeents in the Church
and the still lingering ideas of the divine right jf kings* Be
was one of those who apply to politics one or two Intense con-
victions* He desired liberty, not opposing severity but in-
efficiencyi the establiriiwent of & free coaaaonaealth, no king
or protector, no house of Peers; but he was not a sodorn
danocrat* Biu'ke has used the expression, "a natural aristocracy'
(not of Milton's idea) which would labor for public welfare;
a strong central government above risks and accidents, and
popular passicms. This, aocordiog to Hilton, was nearest to
the precepts of Christ. Dante thought to obtain this happy
state by dogaatisB of the Church and control by eaperors.
The strenuous labors of Hilton brought on that most
terrible disaster, liis blindness. Beii^ warned that if he
should continue in the ttady and cofflposition of his last
political pamphlet, blindness would cone upon him, he still
persisted. With the fall of the Ci*(»iwellian republic and Uie
Restoration the ardently hoped-for civil liberty was a thing
of the past. Blindness and failure, unhappiness in private
life, drove hia to solitude, to mental absorption in the things
of the spirit from which came the Paradise Lost. *No life was
more tragical in some of its aspects except bante's'.^
1 LoweU, J. R. "Literary Essays". Vol. IV, p. 150
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In the thirteenth centurj Florence and many towns were
torn by factional strife, the root of which was a private feud
occasioned by rather stupid causes. These fexids wid«iing drew
in first the whole toim, then nearby towns, and finally the
Church and the fiapire. Of such were the wars and struggles of
the Guelfs and the Ghibellines, the Blacks and the Whites* Dante,
well-bom and of good fortune, took his place as a Guelf in the
struggle against the neighboring Ghibelline cities. At that
time the Guelfs were of the Church party, hairing opposed the
interference of the Bepire ia xepufclican Florence, But the
fmids of the Blacks and lifhites caused other complications and
Dante became noainally a White, now opposed to the Church. Finally
the struggle of the Church, Guelf, and the fiapire, Ghibelline,
was umiversal and Floroice was a center of the struggle. Both
the papacy and the Empire claic;ed temporal control/ In time
to support its claim the Pope called in Charles of Valois,
brother of the French king, as an aid, aho wrtered Florence and
put the Ghibellines to flight. Dante believed strongly in a
division of spiritual and taspoxal power, each in its perfedt
state a means of attaining perfect order and highest spirituality.
He bitterly opposed tho summoning of a foreign power to gain con-
trol in Italy. 1 bom politician, active as a prior in the city,
he became a Ghibelline, s\ifferi.ng, as a result, exll3 which lasted
throvighout his life, as he refused to return to Florence under
the humili4ting conditions offered him after peace had returned
e
9ith the defeat of Charles. As &n exile he sided with other
banished Ghibel lines; but because of their quarrels, he fomed
as he says u party of hiaeelf • Uilton, too, like Dante became
a oneHBan party* Dante, politically, arrived at the opposite
conclusion of Hilton. lie aav in a great ^peror a power to
establish beneficieat rule under which all arts, sciences and
civil conditions Bi^t attain a ^ost perfect state. It se^ns
to Be that both Milton and Dante desired the same result, but
starting froo conditions equally h&raful and exactly opposed
they naturally arrived at opposite conclusions. And these ee->
suiting opinions tinged the great works of each man. Liberty
of action under the will of God in Paradise Lost and the strong
presentation by Dante of a perfect spiritual kingdom and a de^
sired condi'.ion of control like the golden age of Augustus are
important parts of both poeaa. With exile eternal from hie
beloved Florence, outwardly Dante* s life seens to have been an
utter and disastrous failure.
"Tu lascerai ogni diletta
Piu caramente, e questo e quelle strale
Che l*arcd dello esilio pria saetta.
Tu proverai si cone sa di sale."
Paradiso, XVll, 55-60.
One great hope came to Dtjite in 1310. The greatest political
•rent of his life was about to take place. The fiaperor Henry
of Luxenbourg, an idealist, was in Italy to aMuae control.

Dante poured forth his eoul in an epistle to the princes and
people of Italy and put forth his treatise on the Universal
Monarchy y De Monarchia. But Henry » although crowned at Rojae,
never entered Florence and died at Siena in 1313 • Dante fled
jCor solitude to the convent of Santa Croce di Fonte Avellana,
where Bost of the Divine C^^sedy is said to have been written.
Milton was a man of absolute purity^ who strove all his
life for knowledge and religious faith. He Imd in hici by
nature or bred in him by fate something of the haughty and de-
fiant self-assertion of Dante. This audacity of self-reliance
goes far toward making the sublime in both poets. All ois life
he was much inclined to solitude and was familiar with few.
He was austere, not cold. His tenderness which he sriows in
depicting Adam and Eve f;a8 held in check by his PoritanisB.
The letter showed its strength in leaving, besides a mark in
politics and religion, one of its greatest movements, the verse
of Miltoa* let one wonders how a asan of his austerity, «d.th
his character, nature andralation to the Puritan age in which ha
livedy co'old have been so reaarkable a poet. Poetry especially
of the type of Paradise Lost does not seem consistent with the
writing of scurrilous political documents and with the justifi-
cation of regicide. His interest, however, lay in a subliM
philosophical conception of life rather than in the paz-ticular
and intimate lives of men and woaen. In his writing he is so
lai^o a part of it that his necessity becomes that of the whole
(
huznan race for the ooMnt. His absolution into his own absolute
personality caused a unifora self-consciousness, Brerything was
transformed into hicself* Dante was indlTidual and cast iron, but
this quality melted in tenderness for Beatrice. Uilton's theoe
was John Hilton* s duty as interpreter between his thoi;ighcr md the
world. Lowell says he makes God a «outhpiece for his theology
of the tiae of writing* and "since Dante no one had stood on these
Tisiting terms with Heaven."^ "Intellectual greatness won his
regards so we have pitying adairati^ of the ruined Archangel,
reference to pagans. Catholics, keen appreciation of literary
beauty and finish, delight in sweet aelodius verse, even that
whicil is sensuous •" But he himself writes that if he found
them speaking unworthy things of thamfielves or unchaste: "Fron
that tine forward their art I still applauded but the men I de-
plored; and above them all preferred the two famous ranomners
of Beatrice and Laura, who never wrote but honor of them to wbom
they devote their verse, displaying sublirce and pure thoughts
5
without transgress! jn,"
I find great fitness in him for his poem as a pure men
a great scholar, the chief intollectual champion of political
^ Lowell, J.R. "Literary Essays". Vol. IV, p. 116.
^ Massou, Daviu. "lliree Devils: Luther's, kilton*s, Qoethe*s."
Milton, John. "Apolojy for Smoctymnus."
c
and religious freedom and a man yersed in the Borrows and
disillutiane of life.
Dante alao preferred solitude^ vaa consemttiTe,
faailiar with but few. He was not averse to social inter-
cours«> but incessant study froa the tiae of the death of
Beatrice naturally separated hia froa society. His face in-
dicates a strong y intelligent^ refined, self-ccmtained, thought-
ful nature. His writings also are a self-revelation, laying
bare personality of which the dcndnemt trait seamt to be
intensity. He thought harder, felt laore ke^ly, observed
more closely, applied himself more unreservedly than all
others. His po^ shows clear-cut reasoning, distinct con-
c^tions, curiosity *la perpetua e concreata b^Im,* ^otistical
pride, righteous indignation against £l11 sin, hatred of the
sinner, gratitude, sympathy toward excessive love between
man and woman. His fitrcHigest gratitude was toward Qoc the
Redeener^ to Virgil, Brunetto Letini, to literary models,
Gixinicelli and Daniel, to those who befriended him in exile,
the Folitani, Can Qrande. His relations towards friends seams
illustrated by those towards 7irgil and Statius. The Francesoe
e^pode in the Inferno and his reluctance to pass through the
purging fire in the Purgatorio represent hit sympathy toward
excessive love. As with Milton, it is true that withornt the
•motions, trials, hardships, changes, his genius would not
have reached full development.
e
Ed ella ae: "Hessun magglor dolore
Che ricordarsi del teepo felice
Hella oisoriai cio sa 11 tuo dottore.*
Inf. V, 121-123.
Characteristic of the tvo men are scholarX/ attaloments, au6-
terity, egotlsn, self-assertion, intensity, desire for civil
and religious order,more or less self-absorption; all of vnleh
have aided in producing the Diviaa CooBedia and the Paradise Lost.
Motive of the Poets for frlting,-
Both Milton and Dante believed thenselves divinely
inspired vith what they had to utter and each invokes divine
guidance in what he should do or leave undone. They were proudly
conscious of unique powers, with, as we now see, a rather saaOJ.
aaount of egotism. Consciousness of their force and dignity as
poets made Hilton wish to place his nans on his door to ensure
that the returning royalist army would leave him unharmed, and
Dante to say that he *would drive the one and the other Quido
from the nest" (Purg. XI, 97-99), that he was "endowed ]d.th
literary power" (Par. IXII, 112-117), that "the water wliich
I take was never coursed before" (Par. II, 7) , and to place
himself sixth amor^ the immortal poets (Inf. IV, 100-102).
Hilton's genius was not to be expended for himself | he had a
mission to fulfill, a purpose to accomplish. The means whereby
this and is to be attained are devotion to religion, devotion
to learning and ascetic purity of life.
- U -

The «id to ;>e won by both, whether conocioualy
or unconadously, was fame, iiilton writes in a letter to
Diodati, his Italian friend, *Xou ask, *What I aa thinking
of7' Why, immortality with God's help. I am pluaing ny wingB
for a flight Writing of his reaBOus for using the native
tongue, he adds, not caring to be once nemed abroad
thoiigh perhape I could aw -ain to that, but content lith these
British Islands as my world,
Dante was determined also to rise abore the coaoBoa
herd, labition for the achievesent of a faae which would re-
turn hlB to Florence through the reno«n and love of his poem
was a driving force. It se«B8 to ne that his melancholy and
-J
bitterness arose froa the stupidity of his countryaen and
his native city in not recognising and crowning his great
genius. He writes of fame:
*Stfisa la qual cliisua vi^a consuoa,
Cotal vestigio in terra di se lascia,
Qual funmo in aere, od in aoqua la schiuaa,*
Iiif . XnV, 49-51,
*Con altra voce onai, con altro vello
Ritomero poeta, ed in sul fonte
Del Bio battesBo prendero il cappello,*
Par. XXV, 7-9,
Milton, John, "Chuioh GovernBent,"
- 12 -

In the Via Huova, Dante has a sonnet in which hia
thoi2ght scMurs "tisrough the ekieSf enters Paradise beholding there
Beatrice in glorj. After writing this &jnnet there appeared to
hifi a vision in which he b&w things determining hia to say no
Bore of the blessed one until he could be able to speak oi' her
Bore fitly. So he set hiti.relf to study, to say of her what
never yet was said of wonan. His tribute was to be a vision
of Heaven with her as a guiding spirit; hence, a journey which
became a spiritual biography. His experience was to be typical
of oankind* It was also to be a storehouse of inforBation, a
beoiquet of philosophy, and lastly a guide to heavenly and
•ftrthly happiness. He was about tw«ity~eight when the vision
appeared! he died at fifty-six, having juct completed the
Paradiso. Those interveniog years passed in preparatory study,
in wandering as an exile over Sorope, and nineteaa years were
spent in coaposing the first Christian epic, the Divine Coaedy.
To Milton at nineteen oaae the purpose to write a
f*«at wad enduring poem. His OOBBOo-plece book shows a variety
of possible subjects which finally narrowed to two, the Arthurian
legend and the Paradise Lost. Whaa one reads of the spirit in
which this purpose was undertaken, it seas onlj logical that
the final choice fell upon that subject irtiich beoame the aost
learned Ehglish poen ever written. To realise his as
- 15 -
c
a poet he set hinself to the necesaary preliminary training. He
purpoeea to be nj idle singer. To sing hl^h praises of heroic
Ben he must have in hicjself experience and practice of all that
is praiseworthy. He wrote to Diodati that it was 'a work not to
be redsed from the heat of youth but by devout prayer to
the Eternal Spirit. To trds sust be added industrious and
select reading y steady obs'^tnration, insight into art* and affairs.
At forfk^-three Milton bec&Be totally blind, after which time be
set ixbout composing F&radise Lost. The last seven years of his
life sftw the accoaplishoent of the poea.
Since first this subject for heroic song
Pleased na long choosing, and begmiing late,"
Paradise Lost, Bk. £5.
With Milton as with Dante tne grente&t work case
last aftor years of delay; the life's work of each aariced the
life's close. Tears hau passed between the conception and com-
pletion, and the end of the labors was death.
Those intervening years saw the intensive study of
Dante. He nastered the philosophers and theologitns of the
Middle IgeSy all classic Latin literature accessible, graamar,
logic, rhetoric, astroncmy, Bathamatics, such history and geo-
graphy as he could get| he Bade sobs investigation in physics,
Busic, painting I read in the vernacular literature of Franco
and Italy. Dante knew the Christian scriptures in the Vulgate
b«tt«r than Milton, who was nore learned in the Hebrew and Qreek
f
testaaents. Dante f/as unquestionably ffaparior to Milton in
mastery of medieval Scholastic learning. In Hilton only
the paseages or allusi>ns borrowed from Dants ahow any trace
of medleTal scbolaatic thought, whereas the Scholastic theol<^
of the age for^s the ataoeiriiere of the allegory,
Hilton's study and research had been constant and
intensive, a necessity f the aoquisition of all that had be«i
added tj the store of knowled^ja in the three hundred years
tve^n his day and Dante's* When he became blind, his mind was
stored with various and exact learning. But, after blindness
he had works on hand requiring reading and research: the Body
of Divinity, a History of England, Thesaurus of the Latin
language, a geography of eastern travel, rabbinical, early
Christian, and medieval coinnentators on the Paradise, Fall, and
Angels. These were read to him. From this mind full of mis-
cellaneous lore wheruMx^ii his great imagineticHi night work
oarne the Paradise Lost.
To the erudition of Dante acquired with more diffi-
culty, through the lack of printing and at a later period of nia
life, and to the erudition :»f liilton acquired more easily but
greater in amount and practioalXy ceasing with his blindness,
wei e added the experiences and oboervati>>n8 of the world as
man active in the affairs of their day. Dante was a keea ob-
server of the material world whiii e Hilton's whole thought was
oaatared on man in relation to God and the state. Lowell has
- 15 -

said of Milton that he C£»bined the fierce mental preoccupation
of a scholar with the stem aoral seal of a refomer.^
Literally the DiTine C(»edy is the narratire of a
Journey through Helly Purgatory ^ and Heaven a^ut five thous-
and years after the Fall of Man. The moYOTent is continuous
froB the liBbus of Hell to its depths, up the mountain of
Pulsatory f and on through the spheres to the Kapyrean. The
lazier part of the action takes place in or on the earth.
The Paradise Lost is a narrative of the final happi-
ness of Adaa and Eve idio lost Paradise through evil which was
a resultant of the rebellion of Satan against God. The scenes
are laid ia Eteroa^ Infinity and our World universe of pre-
human existence. The Paradise B«9£dned is the narrative of
the rejection of all the tesptations of nan by a perfect being
who does not reveal his Divine Nature. This scene is laid in
a desert.
Dante's story being a joumeyy austy of necessity^
have a more exact setting so the three divisions are iaaginatively
placed but with a definiteness that does not verge too such upon
the supernatural. In the ^ic of Hilton tlis opening scene is in
infinity previous to the creatijn of the World, at whose fornation
we are present in the six days recorded in Genesis. The universe
^ Lowell, J. R. "Literary Escays." Vol. IV
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of Milton therefore is r.ore supersensual azid ideal than Dante's*
Only the Paradise takes us into infinite space and there, there is
no ^[qperseasual universe as Dante follows the Ptolenaic system, the
one known in his day, and the successive spheres are the spheres
of the planets. This systen is also used by Uilton, but the
Earth and its surrounding spheres are enclosed in a shell, the
whole then suspended in the iBuensity of Chajs, with the infinity
of the Bapyrean above. physical universe of Dante would
go into a nutshell, as coapared with that to which the isagination
otust stretch itself out in Paradise Lost. Carlyle says, 'Inferno,
Purgatory, and Paradise look out on one another like conpartaents
of a great edifice; a great supernatural world cathedral piled
up stem, solsnn, awful."^
lo po6B can surpass In clearness and accuracy the ez<-
tent of the physical configuration.
In both poecs we fin^ the Eapyrean, but of quite
different structure* This, in Dante, is the outermost sphere
of those surrounding the earth, therefore infinite, but restricted
by hijD in our Tiew to the cup or rose of the sadnts of the Church
emd the three-part rainbow of light of God, the Son, and the Holy
JIhost above* Milton* s Ueavan, indefinite as bein,; unvisited by
Mtty is the upper half of a ;;pher« of infinite radius where dwall
God, the Son, the Archaagelu, surrounded by a vast population;
1
Carlyle, Thonas* "Lecture on Dante.*
- 17 -

coopaales^ orders^ hierarchies of angela. It consists of tracts
of celestial earth, invisibly vague, frith directions as far to
the north lies the country over which Lucifer rules his palace
froB diamond quarries hewn and rocks of goldj" a place of light,
freedoB, happiness, glory. A crystal floor separates it fron
an unformed mass below* Hilton writes that what is 8€d.d of
Heaven is said syabolically to make conceivable by hunan
inagination mhAt in its own nature is inconceivable. So he
uses terrestrial analc^iea
*and t/txa.t sursiounts the reach
Of human sanse I shall delineate so.
By likening spiritual to corporeLl foms.
As ma.y express them best."
Book V, 671-574.
Below the crystal floor of Heaven is the infinite
space of Chaos, coexistent with it an abyss ^£ universal darkness;
all the elenents are there of light, earth, water, air, fire^
but in the pulp of unforsed natter. In this regi^, not
foiind in the Comedy, Hell is a concave at the lower part and
the Earth is placed just below the crystal floor, having at
its first inception a golden stairway connecting it with the
Aqpsrroaa above «uid at the close of the poen a 'causey* at its
opposite pole bidding it witii Hell. He e dhaos rules, eternal
battle of the aleBents wages, and Chance governs all.
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One-third of the action in £^nte*8 journey takes
place in Hell. According to the poet Satan foraed a chaca
in Uie Earth as he fell and has rnmlTnrrl wedged in ice in Uie
center. The Inferno of Dante, very definite in every detail
is in the form of a cone with its circu&ference at the base
just below the earth* e crust at Jerusaloo. The b< se is four
thousand Biles in breadth pith the apex of the j0Le lying at
the earth's center four thousand lailes deep. This chasm he
divides into three main parts by precipices. The elope down-
ward is broken by nine steps; the last three, separated froa
those above by a hl^h sail, foras lOaer Hell. Each step is
peopled by sinners both Christian and pags^i wao are suffering
punishaents Inflicted for their particular crises and suitable
to them. Dante* s journey takes place thirteen hundred years
aftbr Christ's birth, so Hell is already peopled and the
curse on *iLe Serpent, the result of which is our last sight
of Satan in Paradise Lost, has been pronounced. This Hell of
Dante's is pure re&llen, a torture house.
Milton didn't profess to have been in either Heaven
or Bell so he confined himself to geaeraltles where Dante
brings all his ljutges into the range of our vision* Hell
was not foraed as Satan was repulsed from Heaven, but was al-
ready a concave portion in lower Chaos which was fated to
receive the rebel angels*
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Hell, th*ir fit habitation, fra^ught ¥fith fire
Uoquenchablo, the house of «oe and pain."
Book VI, 876.
Ko more subline poetr/ can be fo'ond than the description of
'Uiis TBgue shadovy region replete with suffsrlng, but whose
terrors »e do not feel as Milton did not. Our pleasure is
intellectui.1.
*The diwal situation -vast and mild}
1 dungeon horrible on all £ides round
As one great furnace flaiB*d, jit from the flases
Ho light, but rather darkness visible
SerY'd onl^ to discover sights of woe.
Regions of sorrow, doleful shades, vriiere peace
And rest can never dwell j hope never coia^p
That eoae^ ta aU^»
Book I, 60-67.
.lilton kaew Italian literature and there ar« evident borrowings
firos Dante.
Lasciate ogni speransa voi ch'entrate."
Inf. Ill, 9.
The Hell of Paradise Lost is not a torture nouse; darkness,
heat, and ice are symbolic of suffering, tvea in pain the fallen
angels, after the first flouncil in Pandenoniun, pass the irk-
soBe hoiurs, Bjme contend in Olyapic gaaes, others in rage tear
up rocks and hills in wild uproar; etill others of aildar natures
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sing with angelic notes (vere they not Spirits iousortal?) ; others
hold philosophical discussions on providence, foreknowledge, nill,
fate. Hilton* 8 Hell is sodem, traditional, ana has little in
coamon with Dante's BCKiieTal and philosophical Inferno. There
is no doubt that both believed in an actual hell but hardly voold
it confora to their poetical conceptions.
Purgatory is wholly Dante's. He represents it as an
island shaped like a conical bountain whose apex is in the
sphere of the Hoon and whose base is at the opposite pole of
the inverted cone of Hell* Its top reached by a series of cir-
cular shelves, on which the p^iitent sinners atone for the
differmit classified transgressions and up irtiich the repentant
Dante will pass .8 the platrau of the Garden of Eden. This Eden,
except by inference was not such a wonderfully beautiful spot
as we find it in Paradise Lost. The Eden of Milton is not a
gai^ea set apart and differing fron the rest of the Earth in
beauty, but a grove, a garden of the terrestrial sphere. It
was only different in that in it was planted the tree of knowledge
The description of the Creation (Book VII) it all that which went
to fozv Sden. Hilton is a aaster of description and of blank
Terse in this book. In Dante's garden we see only the figures
of Matilda and Beatrice followed by the allegorical pageant of
the aedieyal Catholic church. Presumably it is just as Adas
and Eve left it, while Milton changes its character absolutely

after the judgment of eipulsion. By a chaoge in t^e 8ua*8
path or a Bovenent of the earth from its former position, the
ecliptic beeai:.a oblique to t he equator bringing seasons of cold,
heat, spring, autumn; the planets are to be ft<»etlBe8 benign
scmetises malignant, storms arise, becLst wages «ar on beast^
no longer are they subservient to man and his friend but glare
on him passing or flee him. Vhesa Adam and Ere depart looking
back thay see "the gate with dreadful faces thronged and fiery
arms, a fit abode for Eril, Sin, and Death" «ho have built an
adaaantine causey to the Sarth that they may the more easily
pass through Chaos.
Milton, hating every dogaa of Catholicism, could
not have believed in a Purg&tory, yet he has the Eternal Father
"Another worlr; out of one man a race
Of men innumerable, there to dvell^
lot here, till by degree of merit rmlB'd
They open to themselves at length the way
Op hither, under long obedience try*d
And earth be chang*d to Heav*n and
Heav*n to £arth
One kingdoa, joy and union without and.*
Book VII, 15&-161.
The Starry Universa of tha epic is the Ptolomaio
^atam employed by both Danta and Uiiton but with scMae differenoea.
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The Sairth's relation to the planets Is exactly the same in
each, but in the Conedy the spheres fors a series of Eearens
through whlph the soul of Dante (his body is aade as little a
necessity as possible) passes, perceiring as visions of light
those who have reached the blessed aboc- and vho dwell largely
In that sphere whose capacity for divine love is indicated by
its nearness to the &pyrean where sinless angels and the
Trinity abide* Dante, of course, does not bother about the
relation of this systea to infinity except thr t the Bapyrean
represents infinity. Milton, on the contrary, conceives of
the Starry Universe as a systeai surrounded by a covering in
the shape of a ball suspended in Chaos by a golden chain
attached tc tha crystal flopr of Heaven. Below it and about
it ic Chaos at whose lower edge is the concave of Hell* When
all is innocence and obec'ience a golden stair connects tha
Empyrean with the Starry Universe and it is through this passage
Satan must pass* He looks within the outer shell md sees the
whole universe with the Earth at the centre surrounded by tha
pherea of the planets* Bef jra he paaaes within the broad
path through the stars to the sun,irtiere he first alights, ha
aaaa a place, since called the Llabo of Vanity, naaed by Milton
the Paradiaa of Fools, It is an interesting digression. Ua
passes all the starry abodes, but saaks not to find if they
are inhabited, finally alighting on tha Sun, where he finds
the arohaqgal Uriel* It woujd aaaa than that the angels and
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archang jla iised the great planets. There i8 little dotibt that
Milton knew of and pTobablj accepted the Coperoican Bystem
which Raphael carefully explains to Adam in Book 7III, 15-178,
hat the Ptolemaic s^sten s^ted his poetic imagination and T^as
the accepted belief of his youth.
The conception of the Creation varies greatly in the
two poeas. In Dante t:i9 six days aire taken fij^uratively, in
Milton literally. Accorc lag to the forcior, Ck>d always was;
the angels, hearens, neaning the Starry Universe, the laass of
brute aattar burst into being in one moment. The heaves directed
by angels operated cm matter, eeparating earth, water, air, fire,
9haped the globe^ drawing forth minerals, plents, and beasts*
Han was created by direct order of God. Angels and nan were en-
dowed with free-will, iriiich icplios possibility of sin. Angels
were offered grace, but ?>ae, about one-tenth, ezpeotii^ to equal
God, rejected the proffer before one could count twenty and were
cast ^ut of Hee^ven to dwell as devils In Hell, which ihaped it-
self in the fonting earth as they fell. Then God created nan
to eventuHlly fill the place of tho fallon angels. Before
seven hours had passed, Adaa and Eve through evil choice x.^-
feited grace and lost the way to Heaven, They, too, in their
pride had exalted thearselves above divine law. In the trial
of fre»>will Bost angels had set the responsibility with success,
but Ban bad failed*

In Milton's poetn God, the Angels, the BapTrean, Chaos,
•ven Hell were eternal and infinite* After the rebellious amgels
were driTen fro« Heaven they fell nine days and nine nights, and
on the 'horrid pool* lay nine days and nights; during which tiae
God orders His Son to create the Starry Universe for a beloved
being Man who vets to have possibilities of a greater divinity
than the Angels* The Son goes forth with Chexnibim and Seraphim,
Potentates and Thrones t.; Chaos where with golden conpaas^s he
sets the boxinds of Heav'n and Earth, watter unfonaed and void."
This beautiful line precedes the creationt
Silence, ye troubled waves and thou
deep, peace.
Book YII, 216.
Tflth the literal consumption of the six days accordirg to Genesis,
the Son created the Starry Universe, ell land foraations and
waters, birds, beasts, plantsj on the sixth day God with the Son
created Adaas.
The hero of the Divine Coaedy finds hiaself astray
at night in a woo<i. A aount :ln ^hose top is alight smbs a way
oat, but three beasts, a lion, leopard, wolf drive hia ba3^.
Virgil appears sent bjni^trioe to guide hia, but they aast paas
through the earth from side to side to esoape the wild boa8te«
Their Journey leads down the deep concave tf Hell, where Dante
sees, converses with, and questions kings, popes, cuicient Ore^s
and Roaans, Christian aartyrs, neighbors, friends^ aytholo^ical
being* and Lucifer in the apex of the abyss. All these hare coa-
II
Bitted criaes of greater or less sinfulness for wh^On all are
endurii^ degrees and differences of pimisbnent. The account
is exciting, even thrilling. The difficulties of the descent
the sudden aj^earance of horrible monsters, the narrow escapes
froM dangers unknown but Qreaded cloud the oind to all but the
vivid recital of the trip. Fr<» the center of the earth by a
dark winding passage they energe at the opposite side on ai)
island, on ^ich rises a lofty fflountain. Virgil and Dante
struggle up the steep side to the ledges which encircle the
mountain to the very top. Cato, the guardian of the island,
directs them, and later Statius Joins then. On the ledges
are souls, repentant before death, now preparing themselves
by discipline for the heavenly life. Here, too, the penance
undergone is coamensurate with and befitting the sin of which
they were guilty. In this part of the journey, the music, the
sculpture, the visions, the discussions on sin and penance, de-
manded by the Church, are added to the accounts of great deeds
of princes, kings, popes, and men of Dante's day. The joumoy
is cm earth but in the aii having the atmosphere of the
approaching celestial end. At the sxonsit of the mountain to which
the three meant is the Garden of Eden, where they find Matilda.
Here they witness an elaborate pageant, Beatrice appears, Virgil
disappears miracxilously and soon Statius is no longer one of the
group. Dante, led by Beatrice mounts through spheres, itop-
plDg at each to see its duellers, into the real Paradise of Love
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whe e the Tision of God is seea. Is a narratlTe It BOTes rabidly
is spirited^ is filled with realisDy sxirprise^ suspense. Theo-
logical digrassioQS and philosophical discussions retard it at
tiaes and a multiplicity of characters is wearying.
The Paradise Lo jt opens with tho ejected angels lying
on the burning crust of Hellj iroa which Satan svooions then to
council. A decision oust be reached as to their future action.
Satan ski 1 1 fully leads the discussion to the great project of
seeking the Sarth, whose creation he had heard predicted in
Heaven, and there to hurt God by gaining control Uirough guile
to ruin Ban. Sobo one oust find this Sarth, report on its
position and how to work their will. Satan sets out on this
quest. This whole scene is draaatio, maj-estic, powerful. The
story changes to Heaven abere in council the Father tells the
Son that Satan will find the Earth and pervert aankind because
he has created maa free and able to withstand the teapter. To
bring aan back to hit happiness, he nust placate divine justice
by an offering sufficient unto God. The Son offers hiaseir«
God acceptSy and the Council disbands to its aaployaents which
amm to be fayaning the praises of God. Satan, in the aean-
while, alights on the Earth, having passed Sin and Death guard-
ing the Gates of Bell and deceives Uriel, who points out to the
eaeay the Garden of Eden. There the arch Fiend aakes his way^
leaps the wall, sits as a coraorant on the Tree of Life and seea
the great beauty of Adaa, Eve and their Paradise. Libtening to
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their vordsy ha leame that h& might seduce tht» but oot how.
Uriel, having observed Satan on fiount Siphates and recognizing
hixD as evil warns Q&brielf in charge of the gate of Paradise^
that a hamu'ul Spirit has entered there. Gabriel guards the
gate, but as night approaches he serids two angels to Ad«K* 3
bower who disooTdr Satan at the ear of Eve in the font of a
toady tenpting her. They take Satan to Oabriel who enar^ers
the Fieuid by his scorn. They are about to attack each other
when God hangs in the dk^ the scales showing Satan's sure defeat.
He flees, remaining in shadow seven days. Eve, awakening, re-
lates her evil drema to Adas who comforts her. Raphael is
sent by God to warn Adaa of his need of obedience, of his
free condition, of the presence of the eneoy. To enforce his
warning tells for the first tiae of th':i war in H«aven, of
the fall of the angels and the creation of the world. The story
of the Var required imagination, equalled only by Dante* s in
literature. Adaa relates his own reBeBbx*anoe of creation,
his Beeting with £vo, his love for her, all artfully simple
and pathetic in o\ir knowledge of the coaing disaster. Everything
has bean cleverly aotivatad for the disaster long prepared for
and long expected. Satan ogain enters Paradise as a black mist,
passes into a sarpeat, awaiting his ch^iOoe, Adaa, fearing tna
tempter, does not wish to 8«i.arat« from Ive in a divisi:jn of
labor, but is overpersuadad by her, «iio leaves hia. Sat&n
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approaches Evo and the straggle betveen Satan's intelldct £Lnd
Sre* 8 intelligence ends in Eve* s surrender to her vanity by eat-
ing of the Tree of Knc vledge. Returning to Adas, she tak.ee the
apple inducing his to share her fate through love. The guardian
angels leave Paradise as the Son of God sentences Adam and Eve*
Satan returns to Pandesioniuffl finding that Sin and Death, his
children, have built the bridge to Earth. He relates his
success to the council to receive its applause but is rewarded
by a hiss from his hearers who, as he, have beccMse serpents
according to the dooa pronounced in Paradise by the Son of God.
This is his last and complete fall. A change takes place in
nature which Adam perceives* He bitterly laments « assails
Eve, but she appeases his, and, repantant, each in turn bags
that the curse pronounced on the race of man fall only on the
one* Their purificetiwi has begun with the spirit of »acrific«.
Penitence, the acceptance of God's justice, the vision of God,
hava brought peace to Adam* Michael appears to lead Adas to
the Hojint of Vision. The Vision is a series of pictures of
future events resulting from their sini Gain, Abel and the
murder, the lasarhouse, corrupt civiliaatioa, max and in-
justice, evil peace, the flood* The Angel tells o2 further
results of the fall through the history of man, but adds that
in the saad of woaan, the coaing of the perfect man, whose
death will overthrow sin, will rastore the lost Paradise. At
the Judfaent Day Satan's powttr will be overcjae and all that

vae lost irill be regained. Adaa coofarted, awakens Eve and
they pass fnm Eden.
Paradise Re gained is an extension rather thfui a
sequal to Pi\radise lost^ yet a unity in itself. It harssonises
td.th the geners-l design,but it possesses special grece end
diginity of its o^n. It enforcas by a great example the
lesson which Adaia had bem. taught in Edeii, Paradise Lost is
the disobedience of sian in teaptation with its consequences
idiile Paradise Regaiiied is the reversal, the obedience of man
in temptation and the recovery of Paradise. Christ, the ideal
man, ardent in his passion for hucenity, is exposed to the
temptation of greatsess offered by Satan, in disguise, but
roaains victor through meekness^ patience, fortitude, and
obedience, by idiich Paradise i» rfligained. It begins with thi-ee
pictorosi John the Baptist and Christ at the Jordenj Satan hold-
ing council in x::id-^r and going forth to taapt Christ) the
Father in Heaven foretelling to Gabriel the Son's victory.
The first tecptation is offered and rejected. This teaptation
is obscure but aeeas to be the saise as the second. Between
the two there are also three picturees the disciples in a cottage
ai^ praj'inu ^^^r Christ's return; Mary, his Dother, is anxiously
awaiting hlji| and Sutan is again in council, Christ, hui^ry,
awakens and is teaptad with a vision of a feast and nyophs.
He raCoseSf ii^lj>lng that gratification of appetite did not
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appeal to hia. Then followB the teaptation of winning his kingdoie
by using evil aeans to attain it; then the teaptation of fasa,
where Hilton, self-conseious, paints with soae 8com and wrath
the oom^uerora mJao have left ruin behind thMi| then the apt eal
is to free his own country, to fulfill the prophets, to which he
«n«««rsi "All things are best fulfilled in their due tiise. Who
best c^in mffer, best can do, best reign iriio first well hath
obeyed." The next if of the aaae natcre, but this tise Roto,
David's throne, is the reward, always offered on the condition
of worshipping evil. The kingdosa of the mind is next proffered
with Athens as the proto'fy'p«ya r a^Alficent description. In
wrath at failure agedn, Satan brings on a terrible stora, the
trial of fear of suffering, a presage of Christ's fate he tells
him, and bearing hin away to the highest pinnacle of the tesqple
bids niB prove his Sonship with God. Christ warns
" 'Taapt not the Lord thy God.* He said
and stoodi
But Satan, SBitten with aaazenent
feU."
Angals beaur the Saviour away and feed his froa the Tree of Llfa.
The poea elosas with the siaple line,
"Hoae to his aothor's house private returned."
The Divine Coaedy is the grandest and aost profound
religious allegory of which Europe can boast. "E da sapere
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Che 11 sen0o dl quest* opera, non e sempllcei che anal alia puo
dlral pollsena} vole a dire dl plu senslj dapp>olch^ sLLtro e
11 senso che si ha dalla lettera, altiro e quello che si ha dalle
cose per la lettera slgnlflcate. II prlao si chlaoa letterale|
11 secondo allegorlco.*^ Dante was the first poet whose whole
systdB of tix)ught Is colored by a purely Christian theology,
HlB plan was If not to "jastiiy* at least to Illustrate for
wtLTMlng and example *the ways of God to nan." His subject Is
can "as by aerlt and deaerit through freedoa of the Mill, he
2
readers hlsselT liable to the revard or punishmsnt of justice,*
The i^le rai^e and QoayaiaB of cnn's spiritual being, the process
and philosophy of nan's fall and restoration are delineated by
zieans of sensible types and iaages.
Goal parlar conrlensl al vostro Ingegno,
Pero che solo da s«nsato apprende
Clo cha fa poscia d*lntelletto degno."
Paradlso lY, 40-42.
Uls these Ib purely subjective, aodem, romantic, but his
treataent is objective, at tlces realistic, with the fjra of
eXassical severity.
Daata was bound by the tradition and fashion of his
day that poetry Biust exist priaarlly In the sens* of allegory
^' fraticelll, P. Quoted from "Delia prima e priciclpale," etc.
^ Amstrong, A. H. "The Great Poets and their Theology."
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conYeying religious and aioral truths. He said *A11 K^rthj and
noble poatry is allegorical.* In this bo did not originate a
style as be found allegory in Eoi&er and the Old and 5e» Testaments.
But Danta*8 allegory is so trea&endous that many allegories exist
YdLthin its cojspass* The chief one is the Journey of mankind fros
sin to talvation, but also there is a political allegory con-
deicnin^^ the factions of his day and showiog the «ay as he con-
ceived it toward an ideal state accoB|.anied by a spiritual
faith. Dante Gcbriel Rossetti sees in it an antipapal spii'ity
so religious reforai is its object) C&rducci has saic that Dante
is claLxied as a aonai-chist aiui a republican, as a Catholic and
a Protestant; as a Virgiliau £u^ a Roaanticist, as the upholder
of a German ficpire and 4ie «ho has done more than any one to
found the Italian nationality.^
Dante's idea of a perfect state was one in which the
balancing of temporal and spiritual powers would bring to the
world an outward state of goodness and an inward state of
happiness. His want of faith in freedoc parallels Milton's
refusal to coafound liceiise with liberty. Ha lived in a re-
public shose peace was constantly disturbed by struggles betwemn
the Quelfs anii Ghibellines. These he desired to unite for the
peace and growth of all Ital^. So against the Guolfs h>j
wrmmked Teafwance In the Comedy: tho Guelf partyi the Church
I
Schuyler, E. "Carduod and Dante.*
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(Boniface VIII a Guelf and a Black), the h&ad of the Guelfs and
opposed to the loss of toaporal power; and the Fraich under
Charles of Valois, in league with the Guelfs. Fraticelli sees
in the lion, haught/ France, in the panther, envioiJis Florence
and in the iK>lf avaricious Rome, the personification of these
three Guelfic divieions* The obscure woou is the political
arid Boral disorder of Italy, produced by the division and '
vices of the people; the delectable ffiountain is the polii;ical
and moral order on wnich gleams the sun of rectitude and
jusi<ice. Besides wreaking vengeance Dante has a noble aiM
to lead the Italians vo the order resulting from eocarcising
moral virtue; to lead Italy to peace, una concord; to unite
all Ital/ u> beoooe the h^d and center jf the Ronan empire.
To bring these about was to make human society strong and up-
right. We certain!^' find in the great work an historical,
political, and moral picture of the thirteenth century. He
represents hixself the hero, and the men of his age typical
of mankind, thus enbracing the whole world| he diseasses human
actions ana puts tne acts of nis contemporaries to show the
heart of man. He has been called the civil poet par excellence.
Dante* 6 allegory, the dreme of his life, and of the
soul of maa^ opens s-joe five thousand years after the fall of
an. The Divine Comedy is the epic of Kan considered as a
moral being exercising free-will under the eye of an inaxorable
judge who punishes and reemrda according to fixed laws, the

Biedieval cireeds. Kan in a state of sin in the vood (worldly
life) desires to se«k rightsausness (the sunlit mountain)
but is iapedsd by three beasts (evil habits). He needs aid
which Mercy and Grace direct Rerelation (the Virgin, Lucia
and Beatrice) to offer. Man is not fit for direct redemption
\;^til through the understanding of sin and its penance, coa-~
pl3te revelati-^n draws bin to the real Paradise in the presence
of Qod. Virgil (Reason or Understajiding) shows in the
ferno the nature of sin and its pimishaoit. The free-will
of nan iavolTing responsibility is dominant throughout the
poem. In the Inferno the free-will of the sinners was in
hanoony with wrongdoing. Although Dante beliered without
doubt in a real Hell^ the Inferno represents synbolically
the states of oind under the influence of the passion for
which the sinner is being punished. Sins are classified
according to the current scholastic and philosophical thought
and punished in accordance »ith the sin| that Is, the tonoents
represent the sins. What little the Catholic faith told of
Hell is enriched by the imagination on Grecian and Roaan
creations, by scraps of cixjrrent Italian history, and fan-
tastic tales of Horth and East. Dante' s punishnents are pro-
portioned to the effect of each sin on society at large. In
Milton's PandeaoniuB the « are no degrees of guilt; he only
professes to describe the ultinate fate of Satan and the
rebellious angels. Dante's conception of sin and wrong-

doing is more logical,more thinkable. Bore spiritual and
philosophical. It probably represented the Catholic view of
life* Hell, in Dante, is an absolute reality filled with
loathscnae images; this c:>nditioc of the soul expressing Boral
deforaity draandad revolting types vdxich were also decanded
by BedieTal art. Hairing passed through the knowledge of sin.
Ban Bust cleanse his soul in Purgatory which is under the
control of the exponent of free-wiUL, Cato, who gare his
life to assert his independence. Here Reason (Virgil, a
pagan) must be assisted \iy understanding inforaod by
Christianity (Statius) whoa Dante portrays as having been
conrerted. Also the sinner having repented at the BOioent of
death aust endure toraents. This division shows the free-will
in recoil froB wrongdoing. Purgatory is the place of self-
discipline, yet it is a Bountain of light which & celestial
atBOsphere surrounds^ a place of joy and hopefulness. Purgatory
was real, definitely fixed by traciition but vaguely located.
The soul of Bian, discarding reaaon and Bade penitent and
innocent, enters the Garden of Bdm where the Glories of the
Charch are revealed in a pageant, a fitting introduction to
the mysticism of Paradise.
Beatrice (Revelation) gtiides the soul into the
knowledge of blessedness, with its varying states in the
different spheres, and into the uodarstanding of the natura
of God's love. The Paradiso is aystioiflB Bade conceivable by
I
the spheres of the Ptoleiaaic syataa. Here the fre&-will appears
in opposition to srong-doing and the result of the harmony of
the free>will of the htis^n being with right-doing or universal
order is depicted. This part is the diaiaz of the poem, in
vhich the poet reaches the grandest flight of phantasy. The
Milton subjectivity of happiness is a glimpse cjapared with
the delineation in the Paradiso.
then wilt thou not be loth
To leave this Paradise, but shalt possess
A Paradise vithi.^. thee> happier far."
Book HI, 68W87.
The Paradiso is full of abstruse problens of philosophy, ethics
and theology} its predominant note is predestination.
The recognition of evil, self-discipline when
acknowledged, the way of redemption to be followed with no delay,
diversions, or «aste of time gives us a poem of universal scope
directed to the gain of entire humanity not less than to the peace
and happiness of the individual man. Dante's recognition of sin,
penitence and the uplifting of the soul is truth under fiction.
The Paradise Lost chronicles the fall of man brought abjut
by the fall of Lucifer, which was the resiilt of the struggle
of the spiritual forces of good and evil in Heaven. Evil enters
torou^h the freedom of the will. Obedience from choice to the will
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of God briars happiness. In the poes Hilton elaborated a theory
of evil and its relation to God*s plan for the gOTortuaent of
the universe. Sot Adaa's fall, but his redesption through
humility, suffering, and the racrifice of Christ is the undar-
Ijrlng motive. Ad«o to Milton was not individual man hated
and entrapped by Satan, but the human race loved and favored
of Godj falling through evil but lifted by divine strength.
Obedience to God is the true condition of freedoBj the most
•ventful act in the world's history vas an invard decision of
the vill. The argxtzaent iras a passionate conviction of Hilton
tD justify the waj^s ^f God to man" to scour^ge tyranny, to
exalt heroism. This is not an allegory and contains two figures
only that are allegorical^ Sin and Death, the children of Satan.
In the last book there is a vision, shoWn Adua, typifying the
seven deadly sins. The poea is a poetical repree&ntation on
hints of the Book of Genesis of tha historical cconection b»-
t«t«a Human Time and Eteirtal Infinity, betiraen s. vorld-
.Unive se of pre-human existenoe and the fortunes of a world
newly crwated. Satan, or Lucifer, sometimes, but .strongly,
oonaLderad the hero, established this connection. It is
original in its entire conception and filled vith bits froa
all that is great in preceding literature, ancient and aoden*
There are citations from the Bible, Homer, loripidee. Plato,
Lucretius, Cicero, Virgil, Horace, Ovid, Juvenal, Dante,
Petrarch, Ariosto, Tasso, Spenser, and Shakespeare. He was
rc
not guilty of plagiariaa. He writes, "Such kind of borrowing
if it be not bettered by the borrower, is aecoiinted plagiary.*
And again, "It is not hard for any nan who hath a Bible to
borrow good words and holy sayings in abundance but to sake
then his own is a work of grace only from above.*
Hilton had to represent a supernatural condition
of being and to construct a stoiy. A difficult thing it is
to exhibit angels as thinking, schening, blundering, to pro-
duce a series of evwts. His course of eT«its had t:^ 007re»-
pond with the reputation of the objects, Satan, Raphael,
Gabriel, Son of God. Literally this is an ispwS£ible faat.
One can.iot conceive what would occur asongst thea though the
ind can conceive thea together. Milton didn't struggle in
this as did Dante in the Paradiso. The former merely Bad«
them act as they would amongst us but they are infinitely more
powerful agents. They are objects not psrsozialities. He had
to make motives, reasonings, misconceptions, hiaoan to determine
the succession of events. His characters have no higher dtgree
of knowledge, than hum£is. If they had been credited with a
greater degree of insight or a strong convicti:}n of the Divine
omnipotence (seemingly neccessary) then Milton's story would
be impossible. Satan would not have rebelled, would not hawm
struggled fuxther. let the poet is consistent | there is nothing
cystic or hmsy in the vvents. He carries on a sublime, stately,
narrative only slightly discursive. As this is not an allegory.
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Milton had to give spiritual conceptions an inaginative reality.
Divinity ie not easily iaagined^ so in sodern thought it is a
question of eliminating the supernatural frca art. The problea
of clothing such' conceptions is so difficult that it is no wonder
that ttilton failed to a certain degree as that he achieved so
great a measure of success. It is not probabl::; that any poet
vill ever again attempt to present the personality of God.
Sveiy idea of importance, lying within Milton* e poetry, was not
merely serviceable for his wirt but was warranted by reason on
scriptural autnority.
In ooaposing Paradise Lost, Milton did not merely
handle imaginatively an accepted body of thou^t on religious
questions; he daringly constructed his own theology on a
scriptural basis. It is related to Puritanism but original
and astraordinary in that he compiled a complete faith and
translated it into art.
The God of Dante is the source of all knowledge
and love, never prestfited in sensible form but a vision of
light surrounded by heavenly music. Milton-* s God according
to the exigences the tale was a parson who, although supreme
in knowledge and power, seems lacking in spirituality. He con^
verses too much like a human, but we feel his sublimity even
when his righteous anger becomes a little scurrilous, tie is
the God of smcred writings.
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According to Milton, God decreed nothing absolutely
i^ich could be left ih the power of free agaats. He foreknew
that Adam would fall of his own free-v/illj therefore, his fall
was certain but not necessary*
All sen are pradeatined to eternal life on condition
of faith in Christ. There is no such thing as eternal re-
probation* Predestination is by grace but also by the will
and belief of sen. Here lies a difference in Dante's belief
in that he believed etrictly in the revealed word of God as
interpreted by the Church to whoa obedience in matters of
religion was a necessity.
rhe Son of God existed before the world was created
but vms not co-etsmal, nor co-essential, nor co-equal. He is
not the Suprese God and though his nature and power are divine
his nature was given him by the Father and the power delegated*
Hilton then was on Arian as passage after passage makes olear*
Dante was a Trinitarian believing in the unity and universality
of Gody the xinion of two natures in Christ, creation, original
•in and redeaption.
Milton saw in Christ two natures, but the divine
nature was not of the saae essence as the Father and was in
parti abeyance during His life on earth. Being man, this
divine person was capable of teaptatlon and fall. This is the
these of Paradise Regaiuod*
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Sin which is cooboq to all men is that which Adas and
Sve conaittedy the sia of disobedience to God.
Matter is produced out of God, intrinsically goad and
all things were made of it, the form and the matter being the
thing. Souls are not pre-ealstent as in Dantej the soul and
the body are not two distinct things. The whole aian is soul
and the aoul is san* In each man, the soul is bom and pro-
duced by matter but a dlYine rirtue is inspired froa God. Dante
believed th'^t the soul was Infused in oan by Qod but the bjdy
aiki aoul v;ere different in nature.
Death according to Milton had dirisions: first, it
vas guiltiness; Adaa's shanie is death; then it is the loss of
reason by which man discerns good} thirdly, the death of the
body, aeaning soul, spirit, and body; fou.'th, by eternal
death, the puniehment of the lost. Dante, I should say, bd~
lievod in the third and fourth deaths as the sinners in In-
ferno speak af a second death. . He also believed that the
body idiich had been separated fron the soul at death would be
united %o it to fora the perfect whole on Judgsent Day. In both
potfis Christ satisfied, God*s Justice by fulfilling the law emd
paying the required price for mankind.
The anjels of Milton are rather interesting al>
though vB z*ealise that the danands of the narratire and th«
art of poHtry detarained th«ir representation. They ware
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imaortal, a purely spiritual nature, ot greater prowess
tiian human. Their fora and actions transcended those of san.
Satan found as a toad at i&re* s ear shows that they could con-
tract and dilate. They could move with incredible swiftness
in any direction or assume any aasa fora, hence, Satan* s arsiy
existed as a cube not a square, iiiot aflected by gravitation
they did not fall froaa Heaven but ware driven out. They could
alight on a round siirface and bound off. Lofty in stature,
of great strength, they act as physical agents. Their words
and actijas Bust snow power as superhuaan as their stature.
In the rebellion they tear up mountains and fling taem on one
another, and invent great canons in a night. These CLre some
of the grotesque pictures xn I'arGuIise Lost which are also
found in toe Inferno. Th^ illustrate tixe difficvxlties of
portraying philosopnical auo x;heologiC2LL ideas by meaiis of
elaborate uesoription ana action.
Miltou connects the aysteries of the inconceivable
universe with the traditions and e3q>eriances of our planet
Earth by aeans of one great being, Lucifer, the rebel of
Heaven, or bui.an, the evil of i^Arth. The Lucifer of Dante
is colossal, powerless, speechless, hopeldss, a ^rabol of
degredation ana iaportant hate, he is eabedded in ice, only
visible froB his waist upward, but his diaensions are so
carefully given that his entire sise aay be coaputed. he is
three-faced, holding in his jaws the three traitors to church.
f
state^ and friendship, Jiidae, Iscariot, hate; Caesius, weakneas
Brutus f ignorance* In the Paradise Lost, Lucifer is a
knight, ruling in oriental splendor, by force of intellect,
over all those who later were worshipped as lalse gods when Hell
had easy access to Earth. Satan, the fallen archangel^ prince of
devils, presides at the council of the infernal peers, defies
the Almighty, devises schaaes of warfare and revenge against
the suprene authority of Qod. He and all his followers are
free ih liab although Uiey suffer the tortures jf fire and ice.
Lucifer is the Bost individualized being in the poeei. Satan's
life, consistent with his iaBansity and powers, beif^g higher
than all archangels, and not lower than the Son of God was one
of action not adoration. Since Milton placed the Bon inferior
to God, Lucifer had cause for jealousy, and, equal in coiincil
with intellect as great as any below God, he refused to accept
the Son as his ruler. As a beir^ of action and not adoration,
Satan is justified in his opinion.
*To reign is worth aabition, though in Hell:
Better to reign in Hell, than serve in Heaven."
Book I, 261-261,
Here Uilton esqpresses his subjectivity of pun,i<ihaant in
Satan* 8 speech.
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Hail, horrors, hail
Infernal world, and thou profouxxdeat Hell
E.eceive thy new possesBor: one who brings
A mind not to be changed by place or time.
The mind is its own place; and in itself
Oan Bake a Heaven of Hell, a Hell of Heaven.*
Book I, 25C-255.
The fact of the fall of the Archangel aid not necessitate his
being a devil. Satan's idea was to forget suffering in
revengeful action, so Barking out his future life, he begun
to fall to the idea of badness. At first, he feels resaorse,
exhibits a sympathetic knowledge of good; then he adopts evil
as a career but has £UbliBe Boral conceptions. In his first
council in Pandaconiua, ve read
cruel hie eye but cast
Signs of reaorse and passion to behold
The fellovvs of his criae
UiUions of Spirits
yet faithful how they stood
Their i^ory withered;
Thrice he assayed, and thrice in spite of scorn
Tears, such as angels weep burst forth."
Book I, 604-620.
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Although evil has been decided upon ae the irork of the fallen
angel8> Satan, as he alights on Mt« Nei^tes is yet capable
of nobility.
"...ioir Conscience wakes Despair
That slufjibered, wakes the bitter aemory
Of vfaat he wa»^what is, and what must be."
Book lY, 25-^5.
Satan ia a fine soliloquy argues as to why or what excuse he
had for r**volt«
"Hadst thou the sane fre»-wlll and power to stand?
Thou hadet. Mioc hast thou then, or what to
accuse
But Heaven's free iove dealt equally to all?*
Book IV, 66-68.
At the end of the soliloquy, he says
•So farewell hope, and with hope farewell fear,
Farewell roaorse; all good to ne is losts
Svil be thou my good."
Book IV, 108-110.
When touched Ithuriel's spear to assuae his own fora a
squat toad
"Abashed the Devil stood
And felt how awful goodness is, and saw
Virtue in her shape how lovely; saw and
pined
His loss." . 46 - 846-649.
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And «hea he is aboxit to sake his atteapt to seduce £7e
for the time reatained
Stupidly go:>d: of ensit/ disaraed.
Of ^ylle, of hate, of e.rr^, of reyenge,"
Book II, 464-466.
Recollection retoras ol iiis condition and now he becoaes a devil
never Eore to show or have pity.
but all pleasure to destroy
Save ydiat is in destroying: other joy
To ne is lost.*
Book II, 477-479.
The success of the Partdise Lotu. lay in the characterisation
of Satan and Eve. la both he certainly achieved a triumph.
In the >re£:entatijn jf Adas and £ve were the difficulties of
Baking thaa prototypes: they sust seas nil rankind not aan and
voaan. They are to show how eril entered the world, Dante
shirked this problea. Milton was convinced that a sinless
pair could not suddenly fall into error without some tendency
to deterioration in their hearts. They are not to be bad but
at most erring Bian and woaan. Eve had to be nobler, more lovable
with higher tastes, greater intalligenca, more universal than
woman. The material for the dream is in £ve*s thoughts as a
result of her defect ana she falls through vain-^lory. Adam
also had s-'me responsibility: his love was idolatry, not built
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on truth as perfect love should be. These defects are rerj hunan
so they both appeal to oar sympathjf.
Sources of Each Poea.-
Dante had preceaents which can be traced in the great
work. In the Confessions of St. Augustine ho had an example
of the portrayal of the depravity of the world and the way to
social regweration; in the sixth book of the Aeneid, Virgil'
s
visit to Hell; in medieval legend there was St. Patrick's Purgatory;
and in the Greek Apocalypse of St. Paul, St. Paul was guided by
an angel through Hell, Purgatory and Heaven. Also ancient
and aedieval encyclopedias, such as the Tasoretto of Brunetto
Latini, a confession, a fantastic journey, a cOnpilation of
learning, a vision, allegjrical in form, in verse, a quest for
happiness, told in the first person were at hand. But the re-
sult in the Ccwedy was wholly a work of his own isagination and
experience.
Ab with all great works, there has been such searching
for the sources of Paradise Lost with consequent discussions.
There are three generally accepted as having inspired the epic
of Miltons one, a Latin tragedy, "Adamus Exul* by Hugo Qrotius,
to which the secono ;ca is said to owe s:«athing) a play^
*AdeBo" of tne Italian (.oet 3iovanni Andreini) lastly, the so-
called Caedmori Paraphrase, "The Fall of Man,* probably the work
of Moy h nds. The latter was perhaps nearest In its plot, the
groundwork of whj.ch was the Hebrew stojry of the treason and fall
jf the great Archangel who detemines to drag down the terrestrial
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beings beloTsd of God* But the brilliant iitagination and
erudition of Milton have incorporated such iaagery auad invention
that one seeas the skeleton of the other.
Cogparieon of Poetical Form--
It was Shelley's verdict that "honer was the first
and Dante the second epic poet; that is, the secona poet, the
series of whose creations bore a deTlAeu aad intelligible
relation to the knowledge and sentiaeat and religion of the
1
age in which he xived and of the agss which followed it*"
This excludes all so-called epic poets except iiilton. It also
contradicts the ordinary definition by which an epic is said to
be a national poem, reciting aeeds of a national hero. The epic
takes for its thai* no less than a problea of inportance tu a
nation or to the human race. The end of the epic is usiially
the triuaph of the hero; at all events the issue heralds the
success of the principles for wrdch ftm has striven. *The scope
of toe epic tiaa no liaits) ay aia at nothojig less Uian a
flash of the wh.le backgrouad of life's ajstery for it moves
in the universe and does nut confine itself to the actiialities
known to the senses.* Both Danoe and Uiltoa can cwrtainly sub-
^Synonds, J. A, "The Study of Dante.*"
2
Woodhull, U. "The Spic of Paradise Lost."
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scribe to these precepta but the coamentatore on Dante , ma Icing
a study of Aristotle's theory of poetiy, gave a rigid classi-
fication of legitimate styles which led to a controyersy on the
Cosedy. Then opinion varied so that it was epic, didactic^
comedy, satire, and finally, a aedley of all styles, tragic,
codIc, satirical, lyric, elegiac. ^11 this seeas a bit beside
the question. The subject is certainly lyrical but is epic in
the handling. 1 feel that he strove for poetry in hunan
passions, in icoreOLity, in theology, making the latter poetical
ip art. Dante did not, as Uoner anu Milton, set forth the subject
of his epic
-in the first linos of the poem. He plunged iaitediately
into his thmie, but he does as both the others do, invocate the
heavenly cu^es as an artistic aid. This invocation aakes it
reasonable for the author to relate what he could not be supposed
to kno* without divine help, and promotes stately elevation of
style. The two poets had to treat of philosophi oal problems
such as man's free-will, the nature of matter, and still write
po4try. They both present these as discussions and dogma and
therein lose the vividness of suggested pictures which an epic needs.
Hilton had recolved that his poem was to be in
English and an epic, not a national epic, not one after any
known types, but an epic of the human species of our entirs
planet or rather of our entire astronomical universe. It is
the vast comprehension of the story in space and time that makes
it unique, and as he says, it involves "things unattsmpted yet
rr
1in prose or rhyae.* Hia pom is epic in subject and dranatlc
in treatment. Paradise Lost has been called the meeting point
of the Renaissance and the ReTomati^n. If one reads with this
in Bind, it is reaarkable how itTthology is woven into Puritanisn;
one easily sees the influence of the Bible, the classics, the
Italian poets and English literature. And herein are the poaa
and the nan inseparable that when he t.- 'tes, his ideas are s^ 'd^
are discussed. In the Comedy, Dante's personality is with us
all the ti»e > tdiat he feels, what he thinks.
Milton chose for his Terse fora the Xnglish heroic
verse, but he gave to it a^ variety of pause and ujestic hamony
as to Bake it unapproachably his own. It is iabued'with a
classicism that sets him apart fx^w,.if n:>t above, all other
English poets. Carlyle says Milton* e blank verse is like a
i
"fugue upon an organ," and De Quincey speaks of the "soletun
planetary wheelings of the verse of Milton." His verse swings
on with no short cadence but broad harvonious movement at times
resounding, at times martial. In reading Paradise Lost, one
has a feeling of tiastness. Lowell writes, 'lou float under
an illimitable sky brimmed with sunshine or hung with con-
stellations) the abysses of space are ab^ut you| you hear the
cadenoed surges of an unseen ocean| thunders mutter around the
^ Carlyle, T. "Lectures on Dante."
^ Drinkwmter, J. "The Outline of Literature." Vol. II.
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horiaon; and if the scene changes, it is with an elecental m3T«-
ent like the shifting of Biighty winds."^ This feeling of
spaciousness is unique with hin. The verse posses^^es unfailing
dignity, never beooaes incjherentj there is always reason
controlling his lyrical iapalses.
Milton cast aside rbyme though oning auch tj Dante,
urtio enployad it as did Tasso and Ario;. But to get variety
it would sees rhyme is found and even the i^iyaed couplot, a
vain and fond thing" with which "a sage and serious poet need
have no cosaeroe." Milton was the first to neglect rhyae in an
iaabic pentaaeter verse. The distinguishing characteristic of
his blank verse is the verse-paragraj^. He took blank verse as
Shakespeare left it and gave it the highest pitch of perfection
as a narrative forn. The thought is not conveyed in a single
line but in a ooabination of verses which built up his seaning.
These paragraphs imbued with idaa» and rhythm are held to>
gether by a haraonious swing. It is a free method of versify-
ing and needs a writer vary sensitive to sound because of long
involved passages of metaphor which otherwise would bring
coafusioa. He has freadoa but also fora: freedom that admits
variety, otherwise making monotonous a lo:^ narrative; fora
that prevents uzxrhyaed verse froa degenorating into bad px*ose«
The blank verse was in need of fora as it had become slipshod
1
Loirell, J. R. "Literary £ssays." Vol. IV, Milton, p. 99.
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in the writers of the Eastoratlon drama. Uilton gave it order,
proportion, and finish, establishing it, first, as non<-<iraBatic
poetry. To obtain internal balance nuch depends on the pause
or caesura. I£ilton's favorite pause is at the end of the third
foot,
"Till I providsd death; / so death
His final reoedy*/
Book U, 61-62.
lezt in frequency co&es the pause at the end of the second foot.
"Made one with me / as I with thee
an one."
Book ZI, 44. i
In writing of his Terse, he says "one or the elounts of true
musical delight is fit quantity of syllables*" Critics differ
soaewhat, sjce c^^nsidering that this means that erery word
should bear its natural accent, not be forced by the demand
of mater, or stress, to have an accent alien to it. Milton does
this quite aanrellously. Another interpretation is thut fit
quantity of syllables indicates an extension beyond ten
syllables iihen sense aod feeling require. He do find one or
two 3ztra syllables at the close of tho line at times. Sren in
these proportionally few examples, if the accent is readjusted,
the line is still decasyllabic in length. The following lino
is generally considered too long, but placing the accent as in-
dicated, we haTe the required ten syllables.
rc
"KockSy caVes-lakeS; fens-bog, daa&-> and
shipes of death,"
Hla lines run on as units, uniting in groups of units to forn
the Terse-paragraph. Ue uses, of coutm, the accepted modifi-
cations of the foot, the spondee, and trochee. He ooaposed
according to quantity as far as is possible to English. Those^
(Hasson, Bridges, Saint sbury)^ who hare written in regard to the
elision, th ^t is, the dropping of a rowel or slurring to make
it coalesce with a preceding or following sound , find difficulty
in agreeing. It would seen that the speech of the day was
responsible for sosie elisions and others are a matter of
scansion, the pronunciation really being different. Open*
oweled assonances often seem to give rhyne and met^r.
•0 prince, 0 chief of aany throned powers."
This Terse is slower, statlier, appropriate to a narrative po«i
tiiat deals with a lofty thene in an elevateu solemn style.
liilton is an adept in the use of words to Imitate
natural sounds and thus to intensify the sense.
"Brushed with the hiss of rustling wings*
As b«es ...."
Book I, 768.
" so eagerly the Fiend
O'er bog or steep, through strait, rough,
dense or rare
With head, hands, wings, or feet, pursues his way
And swins or sinks or wades or creeps or flies."
- 64 - Book II, 947-950.
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*0n a svidaan open flj
With impetuous recoil and jarriog sound
Th* infextial doors^ and on their hinges grat«
Harsh thunder, that the lowest bottom ahook
Of Erebus."
Book II, 879-881.
In the last quotation «e have movement and sound coinciding.
Hilton achieved a style comingled of opulence
and severity vhich has reaained without parallel in English
verse. As with great poets, the poetry often rises to greater
•xcellance than the thought expressed.
To Dante must be given praise for the in^antion of
the verse he uses in the Divine Comedy. It is called tersa
rlaa beoauae it is a succession of three-line groups in which
the first and tha third lines rhyme, while the middle Una
rhymes with the first and the third linos of the next group.
CarXyle says the tarsa rima is a prolonged song.^ Demte's
riL^ are definite, restrained, have not the rise and fall of
Milton* s lines, but have a forceful onward movement. They are
elastic yet firm.
The metar is eleven syllables to the line, irtiich
Dante chose, probably influenced by Homer, as being the
longest Italian line knom. There is a fixad accent on the
^ Carlyle, T. "Lectures on Dante."
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tenth pliable and there mist be a stress on either the fourth
or the sixth.
"Nel mcsso di cajsmin di nostra yita v^-lO)
Mi ritroTai per una selra oscura." (4-lC)
.
Inf. I,
The elision of one of two adjoining rowels is general, but
often at the end of the line two vov/elsare kept if the word
is so pronounced in prose. The rhyming is generally feminine
as the Italian word has the accent on the penult. There are
arlatijns in haring the final unaccented syllable dropped
thus forming the tronco or sasculine line,
t
"E con H&chele per cui tanto fe,^
Inf. IV, 60.
or the addition of an extra unaccented syllable as in Kilton.
This line is called sdrucciolot
t f
•A parole formair disconreneTole."
Inf. XIIV, 66.
This meter gives a Bajestic line with hamony particularly
arked in the Paradise. Dante wass the periodic sentence
structure with artistic balance of phrasing and seatiiBent.
There nerer was a poea aore ooapactly written, almost over-
lad^ with thought. His poetry does not transcend the
argiaient, but matches it. His lines also have a harmony of
sound fluid sense, but one power he has which makes for great
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beauty. The vowels and coneonants in the following lines hare
a subtle coloring:
•lo Teoni in loco d*ogpii luce mito,
Che Bug^hia come fa aajre per teapesta
Se da contrari venti e conbattuto.*
Inf. V, S:8-50.
The repetition of words of siBiilar sound give tenderness of mood.
"Asior, che a nullo asato aaar perdona^
Ui prese del costui placer si forte
Che, cone vedi^ ancor non qI abbandona*
iaor conduase noi ad una Borte«"
Inf. V, 105-106.
Danl^e wrote in the days nhen Latin was ntitarall/
the language eaployod, as he hiaaelf did. But whether he felt
that in his great work he could not ioprova or invent any new
fom in the tongue of such Blasters as Virgil eind Ovid, or
leather the Latin of his day was gradually degrading « it is a
great thing for the Italiain langiiage that he decided to create
froo the dialects* with the Tuscan idioa as the basis a new
language. Truly the fors of a poen is the product of the poet's
genius; Dante is definite, diatiact, clear; Kilton's spirit
was in haraooy witn the songs of noble angels, ^iutct as Dante
had weighed the aerits of Lawln and vemenlar and olpven the
latter though his choice iaposed on hie; the creation of an
ideal Italian jut if coapeting dialects so Milton will use
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his Qatire laaguage." Milton writes, *I applied ny-self
to that resolution which Iriosto followed ..... to fix all
the industry and art I could unite to the adorning of my
native tongue not to sake Terb&l cruiosities the end
but to- be an interpreter and relater of the best and sagest things
aaong sine own citisens ti>"OUghout this island in the mother.
dialect. That what the greatest and choicest wits of Athens^
Rose, and Bodem Italy and tnose Hebrews of old did for their
country y I, in n:7 proportion, with this oTer and above of
2
beiisg a Christian night do for nine * The scholars
of Milton's day wrote in Latin, which he, too, employed in auch
of ills finest prose. Milton hesitated long betv*en his choice
of Latin and the coaoon speech.
That which is most pr(»iinaat, astounding and
ooopelling in the work of these two great poets, is the power
of the iBogination. To continue for fifteen hundred lines to
place before us pictures, supernatural conditions and being,
acts and connected events, inconceivable to an ordinary person
is only possible to few; and when all this seeas probable, ex-
citing, Boving, we have the wor> of poets whos, in their field,
none have surpassed. To say that both have used the ordinary
ethods of writing but with greater ability does not g««i and
Herity, A. W. "Introduction to Pareuiise Loc t." page IXX.
2
Milton, J. "The Reason of Church Qovernfflent urged against
Prelaty."
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is not an ejqilanatiDa of their success. A writer might do
all that as well, perhaps at times bettor^ but the imaginati(»
of these poets was supreme and was sustained aJ3d nourished by
an erudition which no others hare possessed.
Dante saw Tislons and clothed them in words; his
poem is a drecuB of magic ^ 'ctures. The kindling spark of his
laaginction came probably from the classic writers, Virgi-, Drid,
Lucan and Statius^ whose influence is most apparent in thn lo-
femo and least in the Paradiso* His Garden of £den is
traditional and also ni£ Hell, but they are made viTid by
Dante* s power. Some pictures came from his reading and some
flashed into his mind. The Hoble Castle where he mearts the
great poets, the beautiful Valley of the Princes, are without
d.ubt drawn from Virgil's Sl/sian Fields. But he, like Uilton,
contributed more than he took. Keen obser-vatior. of reality
is characteristic of the Italian, so Drjite used comparisons
native to Italy. His comparisons are a necessary pai*t of
his thought by which a clearer understanding is gained, wherrtas
Milton's are digressions which may easily be taken apart fros
the work without injury. In the DiTine Comedy, they are in~
tanded to convey the eocact hades of grief, fear, anger,
giring to the context beauty and receiT-i^ it in return. The
approach of Francesca and Paolo is likmaed to the moTaaant of
doTes.
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"Quali col(»ibe dal disio chia&ate.
Con l*ali alzate e ferae, al dolce nldo
Vegnon per I'aer dal yoler portate.*
Inf. V, 82-84.
There is nerer a word Kore than is necessary to conrey Juf>t
the Idea wanted, a contrac* to Milton, when, canparing tha
shield of Satan to the orb of the noon, he crowds the
iaagination with the discorery of the telescope and all ttie
wonders that the telescope reveals. In his concaption of
things never seen by mortal eyes, Dante goes beyond the \2jnial
range jf poets. His figures of celestial joy, his syabols
of Grace euid Qod pass the bounds of description, which conveys
the inprassicHX of immaterial infinity through means necessarily
finite. He does thia'by tho power of suggestion.
Dante possessed technical aklll in the highest
degree, using harcony. contrast, suspense, surprise, climax,
metaphor and simile always with a right choice of words. These
were all astounding, surpzdsing, then, and they are now; then
they were unprecedented, now they ai^ still unsurpassed. Be-
fore him, there wct»« nono nearer than Virgil and Ovid, nearly
thirteen hundred yoars distant, and but few since who have had
such power. His similes and notaphors are porhaps the most
obvious attractipn( in these we find animals, birds, falcons,
cranes, doves, ants, frogs, stars, sun, ocean. Interesting
examples of aurprise ara the appearance of Cavalcante, the
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father 3f Qiildo, when Dante is talking with the Farinate| the
sight of Bruaetto Latini aad Sdrdello. For antith«»is a
striking example is tiie contraated love of Statius for Virgil
with the hatred of the citiaens of Italy for one another. There
are aany examples of suspense; the tale of Conte Ugolino, the
lifting of the travellers at the edge of the pit into lo.rer
hell by Anteac^ the deaons at the entrance to the Cit.- of Dis^
the appearance of QAvyou after tlie belt has been thrown into
uhs ohasD, the earthquake in Purgatory, the blindness of the
poat in Paradise.
In the Comedy there are two rosarkable qualities,
spontaneity and discipline. In the latter there never was
a poat aore original. He speaks in Purgatory of the "chect:
of art."
*lla pershe piene son tutte le carte
3rdite a questa Cantica saccnda
Son Bd lascia piA ir lo fren dell ' arte."
Purg, XXXIII,159-l'il.
He put hpon hiaaelf even in a work of such a lax^e seale a
serore rastraint . jcovllng to a preconceired plan. The whole
«as carerully plotted out sxibordinating detail to the tihole
effect. This plan has a iQfmetry little exaaplified by other
world Msterpieces. Dante was versed in syabolisiii, in the
mystic relation of nuabers, in the secret properties of gtma
and in the inflaaaces of the stars. He wished to group as
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much as possible In threes typifying the Trinity. The Cosedy
has three eantiche, each haring thirty-three cantos, a possible
reference to the life of Christ. The rhyae is triplaj there
are three parts, the Inferno, the Purgatorio, the Paradlso,
each haying absut one hundred forty lines. There are three
realms of the Dead where the sins of weakness, Tiolance and
fraud are punished; Pxirgatoiy has three parts, the slope be-
low, the Bountaln, the garden of Bden. In the narratiTe there
are three beasts; three ladies - St. Lucia, Beatrice, the
Tirgin Mary. Dante spends three nights on his journey, has
thre« allegorical drsaas 4n Purgatory. There are three steps
down the btmk to the Valleyjf the Princes; three stairs,
original innocence, sin, and atoneaent, lead to the gate of
Purgatory; Satan has three faces*
Milton, too, possessed great and original iaagination,
but his was fad by books and not by naterial obserration. The
epic written after blindness drew upon his internal reserres
which would of necessity lack definltaaess. His pMB aust
build a bridge between man's visible life and Infinite aystery
through poetical and philosophical thought, hence. Paradise
Lost possesses only Tsgue outlines. The interert in the plot
does njt lie in surprise but in ezpeotation. We know, becauM
of treiditlon, the eonclBwlon, but wait to b— how it will be
erolvod. This was the procedure of the Qreek draMatists and
Shakespeare^ and requires careful wotlTation. He employs
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ret&phor and allusion largely* His netaphors are often Tery
long and involved but not confused and show the wonderful
erudition of the poet. His thought swings froai the classical
siiaile to the Puritan thought of his day, almost like the
Swing of the pendulum. Milton is not at all classical in his
pfurging of Adas and Eve} here mm hare no tragic husan estotions
of the great poets*
Genius Shown bv Dante and Milton.-
Subliaity in poets gene: ally refwrs to their pio-
^rial powers. In this respect Dante* s sublioity does not
consist in the breadth and rastness of his pictures as does
Milton's. Two opposite types are they; the one, blind, the
other keen^yed. In Dante there is detail, in Milton
breauith* Dante rejoiced in the concrete and w:.s subllKe
in spite of detail and winutencssj Milton ceases to be subli.Td
when he descends to details* The latter is not subliae in
picturing the war in Heaven, njr the happiness of Iden, nor
in relati ;g the dialogue of the Eternal Father and Son. In
the first he is soBevhat grotesque, in the second too sensuous,
in the third unpoetical.
Dante* f deflniteness was partly nedievali he
liTwd in an age of. subtle questions, of party politics, of
intense individuality, of strong passions* Milton was a nan
of the Renaissance, cultivated, reserved. In sjae scenes

Dante is sublime and vhen subllBe these scenes are vague. When
he. crosses the threshold of Hell^ his first sight of the City
of Dts, snowing a broad landscapte, an iadeflnlte scene, vith
the poet on the water under clouds of nurky night, seeicg for
off rise the battla&ents and turrets gleaalng with hidden
fire J the description of the thunder of the falls of the
Phlegethon; the passage of the angel dryshod over the Btjx,
are soaie of Dante's WDoderful pictures. Examples from Hilton
are also nuaeroue. Dante had no flgiire like Sin and Death
fomless, shadowy; no figure so majestic as Oriel.
The real subllrity of Dante is Boral} In d»-'
scribing huaan passion and enotlon, Koral states and qvialltles
Dante is always huaan. Milton* s aoral subllaity is high; he
deals In lofty Ideas and dlrlnc conc^tl ns. Dante excites
our feelings of pity or dread| Milton holds us by laposlng
ganeraltiesy leaving our syi^pathies rather cold. Free-will
laplylng aoral responsibility Is the central thought of both
poets. That we are attracts to sin is not our fault, but
If we give way to the attraction It lb sia* Teaptatlon may
exist for the choice of fr«»-wlll* Bjmondm writes^ "One
kind of subllaity they sharo In coaaonf the subllaiV of lofV
and solitary natures stoopln^^ to no aeanness. Incapable of a
lie thoughti flrBf arder.t, and laperlous in their devotion
to the cause of right.
^ Syaonus, J. A. "The Study of Dante.*
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Beauty is perhaps oae of the greatest cbarvs of
both Dante and lliltoa« Keats said, "There are t«o speciBens
of very extraordiaary beauty in Paradiee Loct. They are of
a nature so far as I have read unexaapled elsewhere; they are
entirely distinct from the brief pathos of Dante and they are
not to be found eren in Shakespeare:
•Hot that fair field
Of Enna, whe-e Proserrin gAthoring flowers.
Herself a fairer flower, by glo(»y Dis
Was gathered - which cost Ceres all that pain
To seek her throiigh the world.'
Book lY, 268-272.
(But driTe far off the barbarous disronance
J
Of Bacchus and his revellers, the race
Of that wild rout that tore the Thracian bard
In Rhodope, where woods and rocks had ears
To rapture, till the Milage claaour drowned
Both harp and yoice| nor could the Muse defend
Her eon.*
Book VII, 52-58.
These appear exclusiTsly Miltonic without shadow
of other Bind emcient or Bodom."^ Other pasnges ospeoially
fine are the vision of Athens in Book I?; Paradise Ragainedi
Satan's address to the Sun, Book IV, Paradise Lost. The
Drinkwater, J, "The >>utline jf Literature." Vol. II
Ii
follovlag poa&eDfiOfl a be«uty that li«a In the vnooth flow of
the words in perfect hamony with txia aj^roaeh of evening,
"Now cajse atill £venlz3g on, and Twilight gray
Had in her aober livezy all thLogs clad|
Sileace accoorpanied; for beast and bird,
Th^ to their grasay couch, these to their nests
Vere slunk, all bat the wakeful nightiaged.e|
She all nighx> long oer acorous descant k^ngs
Silence was pleased.*
Bojk 17, 538-609.
Lante's poen is filled with short but beautiful siniles*
"C<we le pecorelle escjn del chiuso
Ad una, a duo, a tre, e I'altre stanno
Tiaidette attertando I'occhio e il huso,
E cio che fa la priiaa e I'altre fanno,
Addossandosi a lei s'ella s'arresta,
Saaplici e quete e lo'aperche non sanno."
Pxirg. Ill, 7»-84.
*CoBe l*«ugello intra I'aaate froade,
PoMto al nido dei suoi dolci nati
La notte, che le cose si nasconde,
Che p«r veder gli aspetti disiati,
S per trovar lo cibo onde 11 pasca.
In che i grari labor gli sono a^^grati.
i
Previene 11 tespo in su I'nperta fi^soc,
E con ardente aTfetto 11 sole aspctta,
Fiso guardando pur ciie I'nlba naoca,"
Paradiso XXLII, 1-9.
Ver>' beautiful la that impression that Danta hp.d vhen ho endcarorad
to reduce to worde hie vision of God,
Quf.l e colui chesoaniando vodo,
E dopo il sofjnj la prssione impressa
Rimane, e I'eJLtro allu monte non riede,
Cotal son io;oh^ quasi tutta ceesa
Mia visione, od ftucor mi distilla
Nel cor lodolce che naoque da essa.
Cos! la noTe al aol si dissigilla.
Coal al vento aelle foglie lieTl
Si perdea la sentansa di SibijJ.a.*'
Paradiso mill, 53*66.
The influence of Dante is strong in Paradise Lost.
Milton does njt plagiarise or iaitatei it is the effect of onm
strong iaagi nation on another. A most sticking example is
thm effect of the transforDation of two fallo«>to«n8nen of
Dante, who wore robbers, into rsgtiles, upon Milton's de-
scription of the. change of Satan to a serpent. (Inf. XXV,
4d->74, and Paradise Lost, Book X, 511-515).
t
The relatioQ of Dante to literature is KonuiBental.
His poea Barks the era at which modem tixes being. He vas
the first Christian poet, not because his i^zem is perraded
with the doctrin&l faith of his day or Christiam aorthology,
but because the poem represents the struggle in the soul of
an. His exnidltijn does not appeal to modem writers as it
has lost its usafulnetSyiior bis jritilosophy as it is out of tune
with pra8«at-day nodes of^thought. He was a wonderful alle-
gorisUy but we have little use for allegory t^day. In these
rocpects he belongs to his own thirteiBith century. But it is
his technique, his power of isagination, his r^rid pictures
andf finallyy his faith that have tinctured almost every writer
of note since his poea «m known. It would be iapossible to
mention, in English literature alone, those whj show in their
writings the influence of Dante. Paget Toynbee indicates ^on
one and a half pages, direct references to Dante in the Paradise
Lost and throughoat two large volumes he traces Dante's steps
in both the great and the mediocre writers.^ He had a message
for every one.
Milton stands for a very important kind of achiev»>
ment; there are only two others of whom the same thing can be
definitely said. His claim to greatness rests on his desire
to "Justify the ways of God to man.* He is the religious epic
poet. {HeJ was the first to inspire and win fame, to be known
^ Toynbee, P. "Lante in fisglish Literature."
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and to be Judged worthy of knowing by continental critics."
He was the only English poet to be discusswd at Iwigth in tha
biographical lexicons of the seTenteenth . d eighteenth centuries.
This was all due to Paradise Lost i^ich caused a chemge in
the nature and scope of epic poetry. The poea was used as an
illustration by tiiose critics who fflaintedned the rights of the
iaagi ration over reason as the creative and motive force in
poetry. Hia influence was as strong as Shakespeare* s in
Qencan literature and equally strong on the minds of the French
roaanticists. Voltairt^' s essay on epic poetry in the eighteenth
century set the French poeple talking of Kilton. He was the best
knovn of all foreign poets at that tise. fiut Robertson in a
short address on Milton says that it was the Italians who
ware the pioneers of true critical appreciation. They said
that Milton had by a plea for the supremaoy of the iaaglnati n
freAd epic poetry froa laaing aatarialisa and realisa? It
was he who aore than any other poet gave sober rationallM
a tincture of phantaey. Qoothe was influenced by Milton in
his Faust. ^ In the first thizrty years of the nineteenth cen-
^ Robertson, J. G. "Milton's Faae on the Continent."
2
Robertson, J. 0. "Milton's Faae on the Continent."
5
Masson, David. "The Three Devils > Luther's Milton's Goethe's."
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tury* Milton's faae reached its highest point. Chateaubriand
claied that the epic fora was superior to the draaatic and
that Hilton vaB finer than Hoaer. Victor Hu^o and Hfred da
Vign; wrote high conendation jf Milton's poetry, but after
the aiddle of the century Milton was little read on the con->
tinent* His influence was a i&atter of art, not thought. He
left no trace on the thought of his time. He had too intense
a personality to Tiew questions in their l&rger and aore
vinivursal relations.
Comparison of the Poems as lorks of Art.>
Dante holas a place aaong the first three writers
in the world* 8 history; Milton holds a place anong the first
three English poets. But if we consider only epic poets,
Milton is aaong the first three. Volt«LLre considered
Paradise I«ost as the noblest work which the huaan iaagination
has erer atteapted. In historical interest, in wjnder at such
a work and at such a man as author, in dassicisa. Paradise
Lost will continue to hold a place. But future generations
will oonsider it as a vork of art rather than a great atteapt
to dafine eyil and to explain its entrance into this life.
Milton was a da«ply religious man, possessad of strong aoral
ideas, but he used literature as an art and not a aeans* I think
that henceforth Milton will be re^ for his haraonious grand
versei will be studied as an exaaple of noble erudition j will be
forgotten by all exo«].>t the cultured.
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In t^e elghtattith century, it »a« high praise to
liken Dante to Milton, but as the yeara paased, the cult of
Dante increased hj leaps and bounds. The Italian knows hla
better than he does his Bible (even the huBble quote his),
i^le the world still searches his works for new interpre-
tstijns, e3q)Ound8 that which he finds in Dante of art, of
~f beauty, of life. The huaanity of Dante appeals to all| his
Mounding power of inaglnation, greater, I think, in its «x-
^
t«nt than Milton's awes the scholar| but he, bjo, is and will
^>e read only by the cultured. But their works aro oasterpieces
of literature to know irtiich is to view life with a higher out-
look on nan's possibilities as to Ills Baterial and spiritual
welfare.
*Sach poaa e3q>re8se8 the highest and the deepest
in the poet's philosophy of life; its relation to the past,
the pre&ent and the hereafter. Each is teapered by the
enyironneat of the writer; in Dante there is the Catholic
and scholastic bias^in Milton, the classical and Puritan;
yet, there are thjxjghts in both that hare disturbed thft
soul of huaaaiV Ages.
*The wox^s present tne poetic answer to one phase
of the great question of Man's relatija to the Infinite;
Paradise Lost is a poetic ezpreseioo ^f an iofinite past
and the dawD of Evil in the world; the Dirine Coaedy, pre-
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supposing tidSy is the poetic esqpressioa of an infinite Hare-
after , an ianortality in which the h&at which the free-will
haa giran to the character in the pre&«it will have it3 logical
issue.
The Dirina Coaaedia and tne Paradise Lost are and
will reaain the two greatest ^ics of Christian tises. The
poets were alike in characteristics, in life inter«5ts,in
erudition. Each used his native language in his poeai, thereby
producing a new tongue in the one oase and enriching the rer-
oscular in the other. Dante invented a new verse for his great
work while Hilton gave an unrhyned and perfect fom of blank
verse to posterity. Besides being the result of high technical
skiUf the poeaa aire unparalled in the po^er of the iaagination
displayed by their writers. But the chief and crowning glory
of the epics is their high aoral purpose; the one teaching
that salvation depends upon the knowledge of sin, the penance
for it, and the revelation by grace of God's supraae love| the
other that Boral responsibility of the free-will should lead
to happiness in the choice of obedience to God,
Our feeling when closing these two poaas is wall
expressed by Professor Oraadgent's translation In tersa riaa
^urtean, 8. Suaphreys. E|>ic of the Full of Man."
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of Farmdi8« XXXIII, 5d>6a.
as & man vho sacth In his sleepy
VhoM aK>od still Jingersy -hen toe droaa ia ^ae,
Tho* aothiisg also the meaory can icaep,
E*en so as I; for what wj sleep hath spiui
I« alBost vbollj gone, yet still doth ease
Hy heart a sve> /uiesB fxoa tne rlsion won.
Thus snon, unlock* t by sunehine, nriftly fleasj
Thus Sybil's wisdoa, wtit on fluttering loaTes
Was wafted off forever by tho breese,"
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